A gauge function f(.) is a nonnegative convex function that is positively homogeneous and satisfies f(O)=O.
problem on a polyhedron (see Luenberger [9] ). Duality for programs similar to P have been studied by Eisenberg [2] , whose work has most recently been generalized by Gwinner [7] . Glassey [6] has examined instances where explicit Lagrange duals of convex homogeneous programs like P can be stated, without reference to primal variables.
This paper presents a gauge duality theory for gauge programs that contrasts, but is related to, the Lagrange dual of P. In particular, the gauge dual D of P is also a gauge program, unlike This inequality is analagous to the weak duality relationship z > v for the Lagrange dual. We present sufficient conditions on f(.)
that ensure that optimal solutions to the dual gauge programs exist and that z-v=1 for these solutions. These sufficient conditions are relatively weak and are easy to verify. They are independent of any qualification on the constraints of the gauge program, unlike the Slater condition for Lagrange duality, for example.
In the case of quadratic programming, the theory developed is applicable to a class of quadratic programs that is slightly broader than the class of strictly convex quadratic programs. The gauge dual is equivalent (by a monotone transformation) to a quadratic program different from the Lagrange dual.
Another application of the gauge duality theory is to the problem of minimizing the lp norm of a vector over a polyhedron.
The gauge dual is shown to provide a smaller duality gap (in a certain sense discussed in the text) than the standard dual, and hence provides a better lower bound on the primal objective value,
for feasible values of the dual, than does the standard dual program.
A final application of the gauge duality theory is to linear programming, where the gauge dual is different (but equivalent to) the standard linear programming dual.
In order to lay the groundwork for the ensuing theory, Section 1 reviews basic polarity properties of gauge functions. Section 2 presents the gauge duality theory, which includes a weak duality theorem, and necessary conditions for a strong duality theorem to be valid. The duality theory of Section 2 is generalized to gauge programs with nonlinear constraints in Section 3. The theory of Section 2 is applied to selected mathematical programming problem in Section 4. This section first discusses convex quadratic programming, followed by a duality analysis of the minimum lp norm problem, for which strictly convex quadratic programming is a special case. The discussion shows that the duality gap for the gauge dual is in a certain sense smaller than that of the standard dual. Section 4 concludes with an analysis of linear programming in the context of gauge duality theory.
Preliminaries
Let R denote the set of real numbers and let R=Ru{(+}. A function f(.):Rn-R is called a gauge if f(-) is convex, nonnegative, positively homogeneous (i.e., f(ax) = af(x) for a > 0), and f(O)=O.
Norms and pseudonorms are gauge functions. A gauge function need not be symmetric and can take on the value +, unlike a pseudonorm or a norm.
An example of a gauge function is
Note that f(x) is finite only on the plane {xER 3 12xl-x 2 -x 3 = 0), and that f(x) = 0 for all x = (a,a,a). In this example, f(.) is symmetric.
For any convex set C c Rn, the polar of C, denoted C, is defined by C = {yeRnlyTx 1 for all xC}. C is a closed convex set containing the origin, and C = C if and only if C is a closed convex set containing the origin (see Rockafellar [12] , p. 121). If f(.) is a gauge function, and if C is defined by
then f(-) can be represented by
where by convention, we denote inf = +=O. Furthermore, f(.) is a closed function (i.e., all of the level sets of f(.) are closed) if and only if C is a closed set. Also, for any closed convex set C that contains the origin, the function f(.) defined by (2) is a closed gauge function, called the closed gauge function corresponding to C.
For any gauge function f(.), define its polar function f(.) by fo(y) = inf {v > olyTx < vf(x) for all x).
Then f(.) is a closed gauge. If C = (xlf(x) 1}, then C = (ylfo(y) < 1), whereby f(.) is closed, since C is closed.
Furthermore, if f(.) is closed, then fOO(x) = f(x), because C°O = C.
The following summarizes the above statements:
Remark 1 (see Rockafellar [12] can be written as:
f(x) = sup yTx and fO(y) = sup yTx yECO xEC
In the case when f(x) = xHIp, the lp norm, and 1 p < , then fO(y) = IX{{q, where 1/p + 1/q = 1, and the Holder inequality states that yTx < xUpHUyHq = f(x)fO(y).
The following generalization of the Holder inequality can be stated as:
f(x) and fO(y) are both finite or that {f(x),fO(y)) # (0,}).
For a given function f(.):Rn.R, its conjugate f*(.) is defined by f*(y) = sup {yTx-f(x)). If f(.) is a gauge function, then it is x straightforward and demonstrate that Dual programs for classes of programs that include P have been developed by Eisenberg [2] and Gwinner [7] . Glassey [6] has shown how to construct explicit duals (with no primal variables) for such problems.
All three authors work with a primal problem for which the objective function f(.) is convex and positively homogeneous (f(.) need not be nonnegative, as in our primal, but is restricted to be finite-valued). When applied to a gauge program P, however, the dual programs that each author develops is the program LD above. Note that the dual of the dual is the primal. To see this, write the dual in the format:
where g(y,X) = f(y). Then if we associate the variables x, t, and s with constraints (i), (ii), and (iii), the dual of this program is:
However, gO(x,w) = fOO(x) = f(x) when w=O, and gO(x,w) = +. if w O.
Thus the last program can be written as In order to prove a strong duality theorem for the dual gauge programs P and D that asserts that z*v*=l and that P and D both attain their optimal values, it is necessary to impose some qualifications on the function f(.). We proceed as follows. For notational convenience, f(-) and C will be assumed to be related by relations (1) and (2) The projection qualification allows us to prove the following results which will be useful in proving the strong duality theorem.
Remark 4.
If f(.) satisfies the projection qualification and if f(x) is finite, then f(x) = yTx for some yCO.
PROOF:
We have f(x) = sup yTx = sup {uIU=yTx for some yECO}. yECO However, {ulu = yTx for some yECO} is a nonempty closed convex set,
i.e. a closed interval, by the projection qualification. If f(x) is finite, then f(x) = yTx for some yCO.
[X] Lemma 1. If f(.) satisfies the projection qualification, and X is a polyhedron such that UC n X = for a given > O, then there exists a vector yERn such that for all xEUC, yTx < 1, and for all xEX, yTx > 1.
The sets UC and X are convex and have no points in common.
There thus exists a hyperplane that separates them. Because f(.)
satisfies the projection qualification, all projections of uC are closed. Furthermore, X is polyhedron. Consequently, according to remark 5 in the appendix, there exists a hyperplane that separates UC from X and does not meet UC. Therefore, there exists (y,a)E(Rn,R) such that yTx < a for all xEUC, and yTx > a for all xEX.
Since x=O EUC, a must be positive, whereby by scaling we can presume it is equal to 1, completing the proof.
[X]
We can now prove:
and let z* Then:
Assume that f(.) satisfies the projection qualification, and v* be the optimal values of P and D, respectively. This completes the proof of (ii).
The proof of (iii) parallels that of (ii).
Theorem 2 thus provides a rather weak qualification on f(.) that is sufficient to guarantee the existence of primal and dual optimal solutions, namely that all projections of C and C be closed. Note that the projection qualification makes no reference to the constraints of P, in contrast to more typical sufficient conditions such as the Slater condition, which is used directly in Glassey 6] and indirectly in Eisenberg [2] and Gwinner [7] . As the proof of Theorem 2 indicates, a constraint qualification is not needed, because the feasible region is polyhedral. Also note that f(.) need not be differentiable, and can take on the value + in the feasible region of P. The proof of Theorem 2 is based essentially on arguments stemming from an "open separation"
theorem (see the appendix), which states that if uC and X are disjoint for some > 0, then UC can be openly separated from X. The projection qualification is sufficient to guarantee the open separation.
Although part (i) of Theorem 2 asserts that the projection qualification is sufficient in order for a gauge program to attain its optimum z* where 0 < z* < , part (ii) makes no such assertion when z*=O. The rather stronger condition that the dual is infeasible is shown to be sufficient in this case. To see that the projection qualification is not sufficient to guarantee the existence of an optimal solution when z*=0, consider the following example. Let C = {(xl,x2)eR2x2 > x/2) and let f(.) be defined as in (2) . Note that the condition on the intersection of relative interiors is precisely Fenchel's sufficient condition for strong duality, which has been shown to be equivalent to the Slater condition for the Lagrange dual, see Magnanti [10] . Unlike the projection qualification, this condition can be rather cumbersome to verify in practice.
We 3 In the dual, the objective function is the polar of the primal gauge function, and the dual objective function is the antipolar of the primal feasible region. In order to characterize when the dual of the dual is the primal, we need to introduce some additional definitions.
For a given nonempty convex set XcRn, a vector rERn is called a ray of X if for every xEX, x+er E X for all e > O. X is a ray-like set if every element x of X is also a ray of X.
(McLinden [11] calls such an X an antipolar set, Ruys [13] calls X auerole-reflexive).
Lemma 3 (see also McLinden [11] , p. 176). For any set X c Rn, its antipolar X' is a raylike set. If X is closed, convex, raylike, and does not contain the origin, then X" = X.
If X=¢, then X'=Rn, which is raylike, and X"=X. If X, then X' is the intersection of a family of closed halfspaces, and so is closed and convex. If yX', then eyEX' for all e > 1, and so X' is raylike.
We now must show that if X is a nonempty closed, convex, raylike set that does not contain the origin, then X"=X. Let xeX. Then yTx > 1 for all yX', whereby xX", and so X c X". Suppose XX".
Then there exists an element z of X" that is not contained in X.
Because X is closed and convex, there exists a hyperplane that strictly separates (z) from X, and so there exists (y,a) E (Rn, R), with the property that yTx > a for all xX, and yTz < a. If a > 0, then by rescaling we can assume that a=1. This being the case, yX', and so yTz > 1=a, a contradiction. Thus a < O. Because X is raylike, yT(ex) > a for all xX and all e > 1, and hence yTx > 0 for all xX.
Also yTz < a < O. Because OX and X is nonempty, X' is nonempty.
Let y be any element of X'. Then, yTx > 1 for every xX. Because yTx > 0 for every xX, (y + ey)Tx > 1 for any > 0, for every xX.
Therefore (y + ey) EX' for every e > . This in turn implies that (y + ey)Tz > 1 for all e > 0, and so yTz > O, which contradicts yTz < a < O.
Lemma 3 implies that the dual of NGD is precisely NGP whenever f(-) is closed, and X is a closed, convex, raylike set that does not contain the origin. Of course, if X does contain the origin, then 
This result shows (i), and (ii), (iii), and (iv) follow from (i). [X]
To see how to obtain the linearly constrained problems P and D from NGP and NGD, let P be as given. Define X = (xeRnjMx > b} and X = (xeRnlxEeX for some > 1) = (ERnMx > be for some > 1}.
Then X is a raylike set that contains X. which is the linear gauge dual.
We have the following strong duality result for the nonlinear case which is an extension of Lemma 2. Let E = {xERnlf(x) < } and
Theorem 2A.
Given dual gauge programs NGP and NGD, where f(.) is closed and X is closed, convex, and raylike, let z* and v* be optimal values of NGP and NGD, respectively. If (rel int X) n (rel int ) # 0 and (rel int X') n (rel int °O ) # *, then z*v* = 1, and each program attains its optimum.
PROOF: Let x o e (rel int X) n (rel int C) and y (rel int X') n (rel int O). Then both NGP and NGD are strongly feasible, and by Theorem 1A, 0 < z* < . Suppose that z* is not attained by any feasible xX. Then z*C n X = , and so z*C and X can be properly separated by a hyperplane H. Thus, there exists yERn and aR such that yTx > a for all xX, and yTx < a for all XEz*C. If a > 0, then we can presume a = 1 by rescaling if necessary. Then yX' and v* < f(y) = sup yTx = (/z*) sup yTx < a/z* = l/z*. xEC XEZ*C However, since vz* > 1, we have z*v* = 1 and y is optimal for NGD.
If a 0, then a = 0, because OEz*C. Then ytxO > 0 because xO E X.
Also, because x rel int C, (z*/f(xO))xO E z*C, whereby yTxo 0.
Thus yTxo = 0.
Because xO E rel int X, for every xX, there exists 6 > 1 such that x + (1-6)x E X. Thus yT(6x + (1-6)x) > 0, which implies yTx < 0. This in turn means yTx = 0 for all XEX.
Similarly,
we can demonstrate that yTx = 0 for all xz*C, and hence for all xC.
Thus H does not properly separate X from z*C. This contradiction ensures that a > 0, and so v* is attained in the dual and z*v* = 1.
If z* is attained in the primal, then the above proof is still valid, so long as z*C and X can be properly separated by a hyperplane H. If z*C and X cannot be properly separated, then by Theorem 6 of the appendix, there exists XE (rel int X)n(rel int z*C). Because xE rel int z*C and OEz*C, there exists 6 > 1 such that 6x + (1-6)OEz*C, whereby x (z*/6)C, and so f(x) < z*, a contradiction. Thus z*C and X can be properly separated, and so v* is attained in the dual, and z*v*=1.
A parallel argument establishes that z* is attained in the primal.
The nonlinear gauge duality theory parallels the gauge duality theory for linear constraints. It is only natural then to examine if there is a parallel duality construction that extends the Lagrangetype dual LD to handle nonlinear constraints. If X is closed, convex, and does not contain the origin, NGP can be written as minimize f(x) subject to yTx > g(y) for all y E cone X', where cone X' = {yeRnly = aw for some a > 0 and wX') and g(y) = max (a > Oy = aw for some wX'). The above program is in a suitable format so that Gwinner's dual [7] can be constructed, which is: In examining the duality properties of QP and GP, we will first study the case where Q is positive definite, followed by the case when Q is positive semi-definite.
Q is Positive Definite
When Q is positive definite the Lagrange dual of QP is maximize bTX -(1/2)(XTA-qT)Q-1(ATX-q) X (LQP), subject to X > 0 see Dorn [1] .
The guage dual of GP, on the other hand, is Klee's results of [8] give criteria on X and Y that are sufficient for X to be openly separated from Y by some hyperplane H. Some of these criteria are given below.
A convex set XcRn is called evenly convex [4] 
